
Rubric of Key concepts and core knowledge aspects of the pre- assessment google form 
 
As per ACORNS research the intention of the pretest is to evaluate student misconceptions, and find a way to 
quantify that information before the experiment, as well as any changes after the experiment.  Identifying 
student misconceptions will be based on the key concepts of Evolution/ natural selection and where students 
may be in the continuum of naive vs experienced, As per the ACORN research work, identifying students who 
are in the process of changing their understanding is equally important - there are some answers on the 
pre-test that allow for that allow that mix of understanding or confusion. The other common misconception for 
students on the topic of evolution is causality, there are questions that offer students a chance to clarify for 
themselves what the cause and results are in the process.  
 
The questions have a blend of the key concepts: replication; variation; selection as well as definitions.  There 
are two questions that allow for open ended responses, that should be short sentence long ideas.  In order to 
explain a complex idea in a single sentence requires the student to proceed with some analysis approach.  
 
Question key concept identification:  
 

Question # replication variation selection evolution Natural 
selection 

1     X define 

2    x definition 

3  x  x  

4    X time span  

5    X humans   

6  x x x x 

7  x x x  

8  x  x  

9 X heritage   x  

10 x  x  X fitness 

11    X causality  

12 x x x  x 

      

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Answer option analysis  
 

Question 
number 

topic Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 

1 Define 
Natural 
Selection 

Students should 
include NS as a 
mechanism, 
Fitness, 
selection, and 
reproductive 
success 

Each key word 
- 1 pt/ 

   

2 Define 
evolution  

Naive= 1 pt Single concept 
- 2 pts 

Best answer = 
3 pts 

Naive = 1 pt  

3 Results of 
Evol 

Each option is 
viable if student 
can then give an 
example 

   Naive, = -1 

4 Evolu time 
frame 

Must be able to 
defend =2 

Most accurate 
= 3 

Accurate w/ 
explanation = 
2 

  

5 Human 
influences 

Answer can 
include - 
environmental 
changes, 
selective 
breeding,  

1 pt per key 
word 

   

6 Match 
concept to 
topic NS or 
Evo 

NS = individual 
change, 
mechanism 

Evo = DNA 
changes, 
population 
changes,  

Predation, 
environmental, 
human could 
be connected 
with either or 
both 

1 pt/ correct 
connection 

 

7 adaptations/ 
causality 

Not causal = -1 Possible 
option= 2 

Possible 
option= 2 

Possible 
option= 2 

Possible 
option= 2 

8 evolution/ 
populations 

agree= -1 Disagree = +3 Uncertain = 0 Other = 1 pt 
per key 
concept 

 

9 Common 
ancestry 

Morphology = 2 DNA = 2 Geography = 
1  

Other = 1 pt/ 
key concept 

 

10 Reproductive 
rates 

Reproduction 
rates are due to 
organism not 

2 pts/ any on 
the disagree 
side 

   



fitness 

11 environment/ 
causality 

2 pts per 
disagree choice 

    

12 traits/competit
ion/ survival 

2 pt -1 pt -1 pt -1pt -1 pt 

 
 
As you proceed with the lab continue to address the key concepts and misconceptions. The lab activity will 
also continue to highlight key concepts and ask students to continue to clarify their ideas.  A post assessment 
should also be used to compare to the pre-assessment.  


